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Section 1: Our Activities
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SOCIALS
Pre-Departure Camp

Theatre trips

Malaysian Night

Amazing Race

Welcome Picnic

Speed Friending

Family Potluck

Gala Night

Refreshers Party

Asian Food Festival

Deepavali dinner

Hari Raya Dinner

CNY Dinner

Theme Park trip

RD Events
UCL MSOC hosts a wide range of flagship events throughout
the year for members to bond with each other including our
Pre-Departure Camp, Welcome Picnic and Malaysian Night.
We also celebrate special occasions such as Hari Raya,
Chinese New Year and Deepavali to embrace diversity and
bring members together to enjoy good authentic food while
being away from home!
Besides that, events hosted under the Representative Director
Programme focuses on strengthening bonds between members
of all year groups through social, sports and charity events
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SPORTS
Badminton
Football
Rock Climbing
Frisbee
Captain Ball
Volleyball
Basketball
Touch Rugby
E-Sports
UCL MSOC's Sports department holds
social sessions for every sport listed—
either on a weekly or fortnightly basis! Led
by a team of dedicated sports captains,
MSOC members can come together to
enjoy quality time while socialising over
sporting events.
Beyond that, we provide the opportunity
for members to play competitively through
participating in the prestigious London
MGames, Nottingham MGames & Warrick
SEA Games.
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CAREERS
CAREER SESSIONS WITH SPONSORS
UCL MSOC co-hosts and publicises career networking
events and information sessions with large Malaysian
corporations who are eager to meet bright Malaysian
talent at UCL. This includes events organised by our

esteemed sponsors KPMG, Shopee, Creador, Axiata, RHB
and SlashID.

REPRESENTATIVE DIRECTOR PROGRAMME

On the other hand, the Representative
Directors (RD) Programme is a leadership
development programme run by the Malaysian
Society every year. It aims to give first-years
the opportunity to organise and spearhead
events for the society, as well as familiarise
themselves with committee positions
for the future.
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UCL MNIGHT
2023
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What Is MNight?

Ask anyone what UCL MNight is and they'll tell you it's the biggest and best thing to
ever happen to MSoc. MNight is where stars are born, friendships are forged,
LinkedIn connections are networked, and family is FOUND: where a cast and crew of
over 100 freshers and seniors combine to produce a dazzling, awe-inspiring,
incredibly Malaysian stage show that promotes our local cultural idiosyncrasies and
way of life right in UCL's mat salleh theatres. UCL MNight has consistently sold out
over 900+ seats and more in Logan Hall pre-pandemic; this is an event your friends
will travel from all corners of the UK to watch.
We're known, year after year, for the memories we help create and the lifelong
friendships we build for our participants, especially in the months leading up to the
show. With all the joy and love put into it, MNight will genuinely be the biggest and
most fun highlight of your first year, and it's an event for everyone: for those
seasoned talents who love the limelight and the mic during karaoke night, for those
who enjoy being behind the scenes working creative magic, or for the freshers just
hoping to find friends, community, and a little bit of belonging.
MNights tell stories about the Malaysian experience of isolation, identity, family,
school, the workplace and university; or even incorporate original outlooks on local
myth and legend. Last year, our recently reinstated in-person theatre show, "AgakAgak", told a story about what it means to be Malaysian in times of grief, uncertainty
and cultural disconnect --- a message of comfort needed in a post-pandemic world.
But most importantly, MNights help you tell your own story, in your own time, with
your own people. To watch an MNight is to immerse yourself in our country’s rich,
diverse way of life, and for many of our participants and performers, it often feels
like another way to come home.
NON-PERFORMING
DEPARTMENTS
SPONSORSHIP & FINANCE
MAKEUP & COSTUMES
STAGE CREW
(Props, Lights, Sound)
PUBLICITY
(Cinematography, Graphic Design)

NOW PLAYING

MNight is an annual stage show held by Malaysian
Societies across the United Kingdom!

PERFORMING DEPARTMENTS
DANCE
(Contemporary, Traditional, Chinese
Fan, Bollywood, Hip-Hop, Couple)
MUSIC BAND
ACTORS
CHOIR
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Why join?
MYRA AISHAH; MAIN CAST
“I loved MNight so much I ran for MNight Director! If this is
not proof of my dedication to this event and the love it
inspires I do not know what to tell you.”

HADI RAZAK; MAIN CAST

“Joining MNight really boosted my confidence. It allowed me to
meet a lot of talented people (annoying ones too) but most
importantly, it gave me a space for me to escape the ever so
busy uni life. The whole journey was awesome for me.”

SHANAE & JIVAN; SUPPORTING CAST

“Being cast as husband and wife was a real shocker to us. Being
able to play out our real-life drama on stage was a whole new
experience and we are happy that we got to meet such amazing
people in the process! Fights were initiated and laughter was
exchanged, but we would not trade this for anything in the
world!"

ARIANNA ROSE; STAGE CREW

“MNight was a great source of joy for me. From making the
most realistic kuih props out of plasticine to building
mamak stage sets to running around strapping
microphones on the actors, Stage Crew was a warm, hectic,
extremely welcoming experience, one I wouldn't trade for
anything. I loved the fun and relaxation doing something
so different from my degree brought me!”
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Section 2: PRE-DEPARTURE INFO
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VISA APPLICATION
ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT APPLYING FOR YOUR VISA

KNOW YOUR VISA TYPE
Tier 4 (General) Student visa (PBS Tier 4)

APPLY ONLINE AND REGISTER FOR AN ACCOUNT
You can do this at
https://www.vfsglobal.co.uk/malaysia/how_to_apply.html
You can start your online application first while waiting for your CAS
number as your information will be saved online. Once your CAS
and unconditional offer letter has been received, you can swiftly
resume and submit your application, pay fees and book your
appointment.

NECESSARY DOCUMENTS
TB Test Certificate
Passport
2 recent passport-sized photos. Check here to see photo
requirements (https://www.gov.uk/photos-for-passports)
Proof of financial ability such as bank statement that is at least 28
days old. If using your parents account, bring a translated copy
(English Version) of your birth certificate that is certified.
If you are a scholar, you must bring proof of a sponsor letter
Academic transcripts: A Level certificate, IELTS (if necessary and still
valid), proof of CAS number and unconditional offer letter
SUPER IMPORTANT: Make a photocopy of every document you
bring
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VISA APPLICATION
ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT APPLYING FOR YOUR VISA

VISA APPOINTMENT
Book the earliest possible date for your appointment as delays beyond
the 15 working day period are common
Alternatively, you may opt for the priority visa service, where they should
get back to you in 5 working days. However, there is no guarantee that
they will issue your visa within this time frame.
Bring all the needed documents and your visa confirmation, visa fee
receipt, visa application centre service fee receipt and a printout of your
checklist if you applied on AccessUK or a printout of the front page of
the application form if you applied on visa4uk
Go early in the morning to minimise waiting time

VISA COLLECTION
You can choose the method of notification (via text/ call etc.) and
collection (from centre or by post) that you prefer. Bear in mind that
accepting via post creates another avenue for possible delays.
Approximate costs:
VISA APPLICATION FEES:
£377
IMMIGRATION HEALTH SERVICE CHARGE:
£470 PER YEAR OF STUDY
ESTIMATED TOTAL FEES (FOR 3 YEAR DEGREE):
£1787

BIOMETRIC RESIDENCE PERMIT (BRP)
Once you enter the UK you will be required to collect your full visa, called
a Biometric Residence Permit (identity card) within 10 days of arrival.
In order to collect your BRP from UCL, you will need to enter an
Alternative Collection Location (ACL) code as part of your visa
application. The ACL code for UCL is 2HE484. You should enter this code
into the Alternative Location field in the BRP Collection Page on
Visa4UK.
Advised to set BRP collection appointment ASAP as you can only
register as a UCL Student once you have received your BRP.
Always remember to bring your BRP when you leave UK as it is required
upon re-entry into the country.
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ACCOMMODATION
APPLICATION TO UCL HALLS
UCL guarantees first-year accommodation provided that you submit your
online application by the 10th of June. If you miss this deadline, you are still
able to make a late application; however, accommodation is not
guaranteed. It is therefore always beneficial to have a backup plan.

ALTERNATIVES TO STUDENT HALLS:
Apply for a waiting list of UoL intercollegiate halls. Although a riskier
method, it has worked before for seniors. The first waiting list opens in early
September. Fill up the form immediately for your preferred hall so do your
research before this.
A second waiting list opens at the end of September so keep checking the
UoL website. They will only contact you if you are successful in receiving a
place. However, it is worth a try and even if you miss the 2nd waiting list it
is possible to try emailing your chosen hall.
Find private providers (slightly pricier), however, they are a more
guaranteed method. We have come up with a list of private providers here:
https://www.uclmsoc.co.uk/private-student-accomodation-london
Find a flat!
We are partners with Amber Marsh, who has been providing affordable
student housing for years. They are a registered university agent, and
you won't need to pay advance rent nor require a UK guarantor.
If you are looking for flatmates with similar cultural backgrounds to be
comfortable in a foreign country: Join the “Malaysian Student Flat
Exchange” which enables you to find potential flatmates at:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/358128884306788
You may also look for a house to rent with your friends at property websites
such as Rightmove (rightmove.co.uk), Zoopla (zoopla.co.uk), and
OpenRent (openrent.co.uk).
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ACCOMMODATION
WHAT IF YOU ARE ASSIGNED A UCL HALL
YOU DISLIKE?
A swap list is released after the first 2 weeks of term if rooms
become available.
However, it is recommended to accept the offer as it is much
better than having no accommodation.
For UoL Halls, you can exchange rooms with others online (look
out for FB groups). You may also apply for UoL waiting lists.
Alternatively, you can stay in private student accommodation
providers like Chapter, iQ and so on, or rent with your friends
privately. Refer to the previous page for a recommended list of
alternatives.
More general information about accommodation can be found
here: https://www.ucl.ac.uk/accommodation/

International Hall

Frances Gardner
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MEDICAL CHECK UP
WHY?

This is a requirement in applying for a Tier 4 (General) Student Visa

WHAT DOCUMENTS ARE NEEDED:
Passport
1 recent passport-size photo
UK Residence address (can be UCL address - bring your offer letter)
TB Test Fees (about RM 300, varies according to centre)

TIPS AND TRICKS
Try to get the earliest appointment time slot in
the day. This reduces the waiting time
considerably.
Replicate the signature on your passport to the
TB certificate as closely as possible. The staff is
very strict about this!
A copy of your X-ray is not needed, just the
certificate.
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TB TEST LOCATIONS
KUALA LUMPUR
Dr Ong Kee Liang - Life Care Diagnostic Medical Centre
1st Floor, Wisma Life Care,
No. 5, Jalan Kerinchi,
Bangsar South, 59200 Kuala Lumpur
Janice Lim - Health Screening Centre Gleneagles Hospital
282, 286 Jalan Ampang
50450 Kuala Lumpur

PENANG
Penang Adventist Hospital (operated by Adventist Hospital and Clinic
Services Malaysia)
Adventist Wellness Centre,
465 Jalan Burma,
10350 Penang

IN SABAH
Teo Chun Lip, Dr Ana Poorani Abdullah, Dr Eleen Virdraya Sipawi - KPJ
Sabah Specialist Hospital
KPJ Sabah Specialist Hospital, SMC Healthcare SDN BHS (A Member of KPJ
Healthcare Berhad)
Lot No. 2, Off Jalan Damai,
Luyang, Kota Kinabalu
88300 Sabah

IN SARAWAK
Normah Medical Specialist Centre Lot 937, Section 30, KTLD, Jalan Tun
Abdul
Lot 937, Section 30, KTLD,
Jalan Tun Abdul Rahman Yakub,
Petra Jaya 93050
Kuching, Sarawak
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BANK ACCOUNT
BEFORE LEAVING FOR THE UK
If your parents have a HSBC Premier account, HSBC can help you
open a UK account from Malaysia, but this has to be done at least a
month before leaving. This process will include an interview.
If you are travelling alone or are worried about paying oversee
transaction fees, there are three Malaysian cards that do not charge
exchange fees or fees for usage overseas. These cards are the
Everyday Global by HSBC - can hold multiple currencies, easily
opened remotely and has reduced fees when transferring money
between your Malaysian and UK accounts (£5)
Bigpay - no overseas usage fees, easy to apply for on the app and
earns BIG points on payments
MAE by Maybank - easy to apply for if you already have a
Maybank account and no overseas usage fees

IN THE UK

The two largest high street banks in the UK are HSBC and Barclays.

HSBC
Generally one of the most popular banks due to the lower transfer
fees from HSBC accounts abroad
Straightforward application option
However, many people who applied during peak periods (September
and October) have faced long waits (up to 3 months) and have had
issues proving their student status
Barclays
Offers a 12 month subscription to Perlego (textbook subscription
service)
Easy to open (only uses the app)
Takes a while to receive a letter to confirm your address and some
people have faced issues as they never received the letter
Other High Street banks include Santander, Nationwide, NatWest, and
Halifax.
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WHAT YOU NEED TO OPEN A BANK ACCOUNT

Passport
BRP
UK phone number
Proof of address (letter to confirm address from
your accommodation). The letter should include
your full address, including your room number.
Get this from your hall manager.
Statement of student status (from UCL,
addressed specifically to the Bank. If your
Portico Account is set up, you should be able to
print a copy of your statement from there)
Parent's bank statement for scholarship letter

TIPS FROM SENIORS
If you prefer less hassle, you can open a HSBC premier
bank account from Malaysia. As a joint account owner,
you would not need a birth certificate in your visa
application.
Prior to opening a High Street bank account, open an
online bank account such as Monzo, Revolut or Starling
Bank. (You don’t need a BRP to open these accounts
and they’re extremely useful when travelling!)
Apply through the bank’s website and/or app as soon as
you arrive in the UK. Waiting times can span up to a few
months if you apply late.
Some ATMs charge a small fee for cash withdrawal so
make sure to check the ATM to ensure it says ‘free cash
withdrawals’
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DIGITAL BANKS
Most people have both a High Street bank account and an online account
as online banks are easier to keep track of spending and send money to
others.

Holds multiple currencies
Easy to set up and use the app
£50 referral code (make sure to use a friend’s link!)
It is not free to order a card but it is free to use a virtual card (Apple or
Google Pay)

Easy to set up
Good budget tracker
Free and fast card delivery
Some people get rejected for no reason
Lacks the incentive to sign up

Easy to set up and good budget tracker
1% Cashback for purchases
£20 pound referral code (make sure to use a friend’s link!)
It takes longer to receive transfers from other bank accounts

Other online banks include Starling, Wise and Monese
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eating out?
OPTIONS ON CAMPUS
UCL does not operate any Halal-certified kitchens; however,
here are some go-to choices in a pinch...
Chicken Sandwiches sold in all UCL Cafes
Dough & Go Pizza (£3.95 pizza, eat on the go)
Certain options in UCL Refectory are halal
More information here:
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/students/news/2020/dec/where-eat-anddrink-around-campus

OPTIONS NEAR UCL
Roti King, cheap Malaysian meals for £9~ meals
Subway (£3 - £5 sandwiches)
KFC (download the App for deals)
Meal deals at Tesco/Lidl/Sainsbury (£3)
Icco’s Pizza (£4 - £8 per pizza)
Goodge Street Market (£6 for rice and seafood)
Shake Shack (£6 - £10 burgers, chicken is halal + there is a buyone-free-one burger deal on UNIDAYS)
Bloomsbury Farmer’s Market on Thursday (£6 for most food)
Dillon's Coffee (Ask for a student discount!)
Wing Wing (Korean fried chicken for £10)
Franco Manca (Student deals on UNIDAYS)
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bonus sheet!

FOOD Bingo

Flat Iron

Circolo
Popolare

Roti King

Officina 00

Chili Cool

Jollibee

Shu Jie
Hotpot

Rasa Sayang

Pastation

Marugame

Taste of
India

Honest
Burgers

Bibimbap
Cafe

Phat Phuc

Putera
Puteri

DIm Sum
Duck

Assa

Meat Liquor

Gails

Eat Tokyo

Jin's
Kitchen

Kanada-ya

Hozi

Emilia
Crafted Pasta

Seoul
Bakery

SAVE THE CHECKLIST!
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TRANSPORT
FROM HEATHROW
HEATHROW EXPRESS
Journey time: Approximately 15 minutes
Expensive (£25 upwards; cheaper if booked early)

UNDERGROUND - ELIZABETH LINE
Journey time: Approximately 30 minutes
Cheaper than Heathrow Express (£10 - £12~)

UNDERGROUND - PICCADILLY LINE
Journey time: Approximately 50 minutes
Decently priced (£3 - £5~)

NATIONAL EXPRESS (BUS)
Journey time: Approximately 40-80 minutes
Decently priced (£6 - 10~)

UBER
Journey time: Approximately 50 minutes
Price: £40 - £60
More expensive, but very convenient (especially with luggage)

AROUND LONDON
OYSTER
Get a 18+ Student Oyster card if you live far and plan on buying
Travelcards (⅓ off)
Get a Railcard and link it to a physical Oyster to get ⅓ all travel in London
(you can only do this at an underground station with at the ticketing
office)

RAILCARD
⅓ off rail prices
Useful if you plan on travelling around the UK
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USEFUL APPS
UCL GO!
Has your timetable
Has a map of UCL buildings
Directs you to Moodle so you can view lecture slides etc. Can also
allow renewal of library books
Similar app: UCL Assistant

CITYMAPPER
Really helpful because it shows you the fares of public transport so
you can compare distance and price when deciding between
walking or talking public transport
Similar app: Google Maps

UBER
Needs to be linked to your debit/ credit card but this is a much
cheaper option than a black cab in case of emergencies.
Similar app: Bolt

UNIDAYS
Get discounts in retail and F&B stores online and in-store
Similar app: Student Beans

SPLITWISE
Allows you to spilt bills between friends (super useful on trips/living
together in a flat)

SPENDEE
Allows you to keep track of your spending and budget

TOO GOOD TO GO
Get super discounts on food that is leftover at the end of the day but
still fresh as most shops clear out their food stocks daily!
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TELECOM PROVIDERS
You can order your sim card to Malaysia
or wherever you currently live for free
so that you can have a UK number and
data as soon as you land
Occasionally has student offers
Free limited data roaming around
Europe too

Amongst the cheapest for the
most data - £10 for 15GB and
unlimited social media

Other options:
EE
THREE
VODAFONE
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THINGS TO BRING
TO LONDON
Most electrical appliances can be bought locally (so,
maybe you don't have to bring that rice cooker..?)
Pillows/bolsters (can be purchased locally, but "bolsters"
are especially hard to find)
Malaysian food paste/mixes/curry powder/sauces (can
be purchased locally as well at Asian stores, but are
pricier)
Milo!
You can buy most homeware such as hangers,
bathrobes, floor mats etc from Primark Home
Stationery (you may need to buy a new calculator for
your degree - make sure you check which model is
needed!)
Testpad/notebook (note the UCL Library provides plain
A4 Paper)
Any medicines (e.g. Paracetamol) and contact lens
solution (expensive in the UK)
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SUPERMA
R
Brunswick
Tesco Express opposite

TS
KE

Waitrose, Sainsbury’s @

Russell Square Station or TCR
Lidl @ TCR
Aldi, Poundland @ TCR

C
A
IES
M
R
A
H
P

Boots @ TCR, Warren Street or
Brunswick
Superdrug @ Brunswick Centre

S
M
Y
G

*Both pharmacies offer 10% student
discounts

TheGym @ Bloomsbury
Bloomsbury Fitness
PureGym
*TheGym is the cheapest among the three
but also the furthest from campus.

*TCR = Tottenham Court Road
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secretary

president

corporate
relations

events
director

treasurer
Sports
Director

Vice
president

Mnight
Director

Mnight
producer

UCL Msoc
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2022/23
Get to know us!
We hope you enjoy what we have in store for you this year
and feel free to come to us with any questions!

ANY QUESTIONS?
UCL Malaysian Society

@uclmsoc

uclumalaysiansociety@gmail.com

www.uclmsoc.co.uk

UCL MSoc President (Cyn Thea); +447763691120

Join the 2022/23 fresher channels!
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1001995350455745/
Whatsapp:
https://chat.whatsapp.com/FFy24d88KaG7hHmkeqvQRs
Instagram:
@uclmyfreshers_2022

